Tsinghua University Forum of China and the World Economy

【Theme】Maintaining a 7% Growth Rate
【Time】Oct 17th, 2015 2:00 PM - 5:00 PM
【Venue】Grand Lecture Hall, first floor, Weilun Building, School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University
【Language】Chinese and English (simultaneous interpretation is available; please bring an ID card for earphone)
【Sponsor】Center for China in the World Economy (CCWE) of Tsinghua University
Alumni Office of School of Economics and Management at Tsinghua University

【Moderator】David Daokui Li (Director of CCWE)

Nowadays, China is still experiencing downward pressure in its economic development while the capital market has been suffering from great turbulence during the last couple of months. On top that, enterprises are starting to make less profit and early signs of debt risk were seen. Meanwhile, problems have also emerged for other countries, especially burgeoning economies as US is expected to tighten up its monetary policy after economy has turned back to normal.

With all these in mind, the whole world is of greatest ever concern that China will be at heart of global economic turbulence and is posing ultimate risk to direct economy. Is this a misinterpretation of China’s structural adjustment or a natural response to the actual problems in nation’s economy? Is China a hotbed of global economic volatility or the very foundation for the stable and long-term development of the world? Decision makers in China have reiterated that vital strategic opportunities are still ahead of us and nation’s economy is still growing in the right direction. As a result, we are still capable of achieving a growth rate of 7% but the question is: what do we need to do maintain a steady growth amid a complex situation?

To address this problem, Tsinghua University Center for China in the World Economy (CCWE) invites the brightest global scholars, governors and executives from research institutions, businesses and international organizations to participate in our forum which will be held on Oct 17th(Sunday) from 2pm to 5pm at Weilun Auditorium. Experts will discuss breaking news, analyze major issues, propose corresponding strategies while providing policy suggestions.
Invited Participants (Updating)

ZHÚ GUÀNGYÀO: Deputy Finance Minister of China
ZHÁNG XIAO QiáNG: Executive Vice Chairmen of China Center for International Economic Exchanges
WÉI JIE: Professor at the School of Economics and Management, Tsinghua University
HUÁNG YÍ PÍNG: Associate Dean of the National School of Development, Peking University
QIÚ BÀOXÍNG: President of Urban Planning Society of China, Counselor of the State Council
MÉL CARVILL: Member of Board of Directors, PPF
WÚ XIAO QIÚ: Director, Institute for Finance and Securities Studies, Renmin University
FRANCIS LUI: Director, Department of Economics, HKUST

Notice for Attendance
1、In order to maintain order, audience members should possess a ticket that are limited to distribute; Reporters should bring a press card or work identification.
2、Audience members should follow the directions of security guards and staff, and cannot occupy reserved seats. A live broadcast of the forum will be available in the main lobby of Weilun Building.
3、Do not carry the drink, food enter in the location, certainly may not willfully discard trash.
4、Please switch off or mute mobile phones during the forum.
5、Contact: Li Jing 62796901; lij53@sem.tsinghua.edu.cn
6、Please check www.ccwe.tsinghua.edu.cn for updates.